
Eagle Lasher 
 

Series 61700 
 
The all new Eagle Lasher is the last word in aerial cable lashing.  If you are 
installing 1 or 2 small fiber optic cables or coaxial cable, then why use a 
larger lasher when a small one will do the job. The new Eagle weighs just 
25 lbs. Imagine how easy that would be for transferring around poles or 
lifting in to position.   
 
Like all the DCD lashers, the Eagle does not need traction from the strand 
to drive it, it uses the tension from the lashing wire to do that. With a bundle 
capacity of 2-1/4” or single cable up to 2”, this lasher will single or double 
lash most Telecom or CATV installations. 
 
This lasher uses standard wire spools that are loaded into a drop down 
holder which offers added convenience.  
 
*** NOTE!  This product is still under development, but is expected to be available by July 2006 *** 
 

DCD Part # Model Max Strand Max Lash Wire Size Spool size Overall 
Dims Weight 

 61700-000 Eagle 1/2" 2-1/4” dia. .038” - .045” 1200 ft / coil 18” x 8" x 8” 25 lb. 
 
 
Model K and Special K Lashers 
Series 61500 & 61600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DCD Part # Model Max Strand Max Lash Wire Size Spool size Overall Dims Weight 

61500-000 K  1/2" 4-5/8” dia. .045” - .091” 1200 ft / coil 19” x12" x 12” 39 lb. 

61600-000 Special K 1/2" 5-3/4” dia. .045” - .091” 1200 ft / coil 19-1/2” x12" x 12” 50 lb. 

 
 

The Model K pull type Lasher handles just about any size lashing job.  
Use it to single- or double-lash a single cable up to 3 1/2" outside 
diameter and multiple  cables up to a combined outside diameter of 4 
5/8". 

The rotating drum on the Model K makes one revolution every 13".  
Load both payout reels to create a double lash with a support every 6 
1/2"......  or load one payout reel for a single lash support every 13".  As 
with all DCD lashers the Model K operates without strand traction, even 
in bad weather.  You control the tension of the lashing wire in the field 
by adjusting the tension rollers. 

Use the Model K in wet weather or in tight places in trees.  Front end 
ratchets prevent the lasher from backing up on the strand when forward 
pressure is released.  Thanks to the wire friction drive feature of the 
Model K you may overlash existing cable without removing the old 
lashing wire. The Model K uses all types and sizes of lashing wire from 
.045" to .091".  The 1AK metal reel and a cone shaped hub are optional 
features.  The straight hub wire spool is standard. 
 The Special K Lasher handles the oversized lashing jobs.  Use it to single or double lash a single cable up to 5-1/4" outside 

diameter and multiple cables with up to 5-3/4" combined outside diameter. 

The rotating drum of the Special K Model makes one revolution every 18", double lashing with support every 9".  As with all 
DCD lashers, the Special K operates without traction from the strand to drive the lasher. 
The Special K uses all types and sizes of lashing wire (from .045 to .091) without modification to the lasher.  The lashing wire 
tension is fully adjustable on this lasher. 
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